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QUANTITATIVE CLASSIFICATION OFCLOUD MICROPHYSICAL IMAGERY VIAFRACTAL-DIMENSION CALCULATIONSL. IAN LUMB, TOM B. LOW and ARTHUR DI LEOKelResearch Corporation850-A Alness Street, Suite 9Downsview (Ontario), M3J 2H5, Canadae-mail: kel@nexus.yorku.caThe use of fractal-dimension calculations, for quantitative classi�cation of variousobjects, is well established in many areas of the physical and life sciences. Suchfractal-dimension calculations are useful in that they furnish some measure of geo-metrical complexity that is not available through \traditional" approaches. In thepresent context, we focus attention on the application of such calculations to cloudmicrophysical data. In particular, we consider data from in-situ, two-dimensionalparticle imagery. Whereas previous e�orts have typically characterized the im-aged hydrometeoric �elds by dimensional and statistical measures, distinguishingbetween the various hydrometeoric types should also be possible with fractal dimen-sion based analyses. Although typical data sets may include thousands of individualimages, each of these single images is typically quite small in size, and has intensityvalues that span only a few levels. Thus the need for computationally e�cient algo-rithms, that can process these individual images, presents interesting challenges forfractal-dimension calculations. Here we report on our preliminary �ndings regardingthe capacity and information dimension of various synthetic images.
1. OVERVIEWOn synoptic (2000-5000 km) to planetary length scales, clouds comprise an important com-ponent of the atmospheric system, and are thus involved in weather system to global cyclingscale processes. Although individual clouds are mesoscale (5-20 km) features, e�orts aimed399



400 L. I. Lumb et al.at understanding cloud characteristics and dynamics in more detail must consider pro-cesses that take place on the \subcloud" scale, i.e. the very scale on which the formation ofprecipitation takes place. On this microphysical scale developing hydrometeors, which arethemselves products of the condensation or sublimation of atmospheric water vapor, exist ina variety of forms or habits. Our present concern involves the classi�cation through a fractaldimension based scheme of these hydrometeors, which have themselves been \imaged" byan optical array probe. Although the microphysics of hydrometeor type is a subject in itsown right, optical array probe measurements of hydrometeoric mass uxes and comparisonswith weather radar reectivity data,1{3 serve to illustrate the importance of this type ofstudy in a broader atmospheric science context.The nature of the optical array probe data is reviewed in the following section, as arethe methods used to analyze it. An e�cient algorithm, which allows for the estimationof both the capacity and information dimensions, is the subject of the third section. Thefourth section of this paper discusses the application of this algorithm to various syntheticimages, and highlights some of the successes and challenges that characterize our ongoingquanti�cation process. Conclusions and future directions are considered in the �fth and�nal section of the paper.2. PROBE DATA AND ITS ANALYSISFor about two-and-a-half decades, Knollenberg-type4 optical array probes have been usedto render in-situ digital images of hydrometeors. Such hydrometeors are represented as atwo-dimensional matrix, whose individual elements depend on the intensity of transmittedlight, as these hydrometeors pass across a linear optical array of photodiodes.5 Althoughthere are a number of details that need to be considered in processing this probe data,6attention is focused here on classi�cation schemes based on hydrometeor type, e.g. plates,stellar crystals, columns, spatial dendrites, capped columns, graupel, and raindrops.1,7In previous e�orts,1,2,5,6 hydrometeor habit has been \quanti�ed" through simple dimen-sional analyses, and one of these methods5 also allowed for image enhancement procedures inthe analysis of truncated images. More complex approaches have utilized statistical patternrecognition algorithms7,8 and Fourier-based radial harmonic analysis methods.9 Despitethese e�orts, and others not summarized here, in 1985 Heyms�eld and Baumgardner6 con-cluded that \thus far, no technique has been developed that will classify the more irregularlyshaped images that would be representative of rimed particles or spatial dendrites." This,in part, forms the central motivation for the present study.3. FRACTAL DIMENSION BASED ANALYSIS3.1 Area-Perimeter RelationsQuite recently,3 a \roughness" parameter has been employed in the classi�cation of opticalarray probe data. This \roughness" parameter, �, is formulated in terms of a power-lawrelationship between the surface area, A, shadowed by the hydrometeor, and its perimeter,P , namely P � A�. The claim has been made that values of � close to 0.5 were represen-tative of dense, spherical, heavily rimed particles (hail or graupel), whereas values closer to



Quantitative Classi�cation of Cloud Microphysical Imagery via Fractal-Dimension Calculations 4010.8 were indicative of low-density, irregularly shaped aggregates.3 Although it is temptingto view � as an estimate of the fractal dimension based on the area-perimeter type scalingrule (see Lovejoy10) given above, Mar�ecal3 advise against this for the following two reasons:the small image size of their probe data (32 by a maximum of 200 pixels), and the possibleexistence of a non-standard relationship, which could result from variations associated withparticle type, between area and characteristic length. Mar�ecal3 concluded that it was rea-sonable to consider � as a heuristic parameter, that allowed them to distinguish betweengraupel and snowake/dendrite populations.In a spirit that is analogous to that of Mar�ecal,3 our present goal is to apply a fractaldimension based analysis to similar optical array probe data. Our intention is to perform aquantitative geometrical analysis, based on the capacity and information fractal dimensions,in order to facilitate the possibility of a quantitative classi�cation of hydrometeoric type.3.2 Capacity DimensionFollowing the notation of Leibovitch and Toth,11 the capacity dimension, dB , can be writtenas dB = lim�!0 logNB(�)log(1=�) ; (1)where NB(�) represents the minimal number of covering cells (e.g. boxes) of size � requiredto cover a set, S. Standard box counting su�ers from requirements for large data sets,abundant computer memory and lengthy computation time. The box-counting algorithmdeveloped by Leibovitch and Toth11 requires N � 10d data points, � Nde memory locationsand an execution time of order N logN , for an attractor of dimension d, embedded in aspace of dimension de.The Leibovitch-Toth algorithm (LTA) proceeds in the \traditional" sense by determiningthe number of boxes required to make a minimal cover of the set, with the proviso thateach box contains at least one element of the set. Box size is then systematically decreasedwith this minimal-cover operation being executed at each stage. An e�cient hashing allowsall of the points within a given box to be represented by the same number, then a count ofthe number of distinct values provides NB(�). The slope on a standard Richardson plot12of logNB(�) versus log(1=�) then provides an estimate of the capacity dimension.3.3 Information DimensionSince the capacity dimension does not account for the frequency with which the set, S,(whose fractal dimension is being estimated) \visits" the covering cells, the local propertiesof this set are not distinguishable.13 Thus the information dimension, dI , which is used tomeasure the average information conveyed by knowing the covering cell in which a point ofthe set S in question lies in, can be written asdI = lim�!0 I(�)log(1=�) : (2)In Eq. (2), I(�) = PNB(�)i=1 �P (�; i) log[P (�; i)] is an average measure of the informationassociated with the occurrence of a member of the set S in a covering cell, while P (�; i) isthe sample probability that a point of the set S lies in the ith covering cell.13 The information



402 L. I. Lumb et al.dimension serves as a lower bound for the capacity dimension,13,14 i.e. dI � dB , which inaddition accounts for the non-uniform distribution of the set S over the covering cells. Theslope on a plot of I(�) versus log(1=�) provides an estimate of the capacity dimension.4. RESULTSThe capacity and information dimension results, for the simple, two-dimensional binarymatrix silhouettes discussed in this section, were obtained through the use of our ownimplementation of the algorithms described previously. Satisfactory operation of our owncode was determined through comparisons with established fractal-dimension estimatingsoftware.15 In this preliminary report, we focus on results gleaned from fractal-dimensioncharacterizations of known, simple synthetic images. It is critical to note that even thoughwe have tested our code on spatially complex images, these low complexity images are moreappropriate in the present context of optical array probe data. In particular, capacity andinformation-dimension estimations as a function of image size for a circle and Koch islandare presented.
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Image SizeFig. 1 Estimated capacity (solid curve) and information (points) fractal dimension as a function of imagesize (circle radius) for a circle.Perhaps the simplest type of hydrometeor to be imaged, by an optical array probe,would be that of an aspherical raindrop. This particular hydrometeor motivated the fractaldimension calculations illustrated in Fig. 1. In this �gure, the capacity (solid curve) andinformation (points) dimensions are shown as a function of radius for a two-dimensionalbinary matrix representation of a circle. The initial peak in this data set corresponds topoor fractal-dimension estimations due to the smallness of the data set used. As intuitivelyexpected, these same estimates tend to decrease with increasing data set size, and eventuallytend towards the 1.0 theoretical \fractal dimension" for a circle. It is also clear from thissame �gure that there exists a series of three \plateaus", i.e. regions where both the capacity



Quantitative Classi�cation of Cloud Microphysical Imagery via Fractal-Dimension Calculations 403and information-dimension estimates level o� to some more or less constant value. Thisarti�cial `multifractal' e�ect is associated with the number of points used in the slopecalculation described previously. Except for very small images, the information dimensionis always smaller than the capacity dimension, as expected from theory.13,14In an e�ort to move towards an understanding of quite complex hydrometeor habits, aKoch island generator12 was applied to a square initiator. In the lower part of Fig. 2, capac-ity (solid curve) and information (points) dimension results are presented as a function ofthe initiating square's width. As in the case for the circle, poor fractal-dimension estimatesare derived for small images; due to the increased complexity of this �gure, the \multifrac-tal plateauing" e�ect is even more pronounced here. In contrast to the results obtainedfor the circle, and in exception of the theoretical upper-bound stipulation noted previously,the information dimension exceeds the capacity dimension regardless of image size; similarresults have been found through the use of other implementations of these same algorithms.Although the theoretical fractal dimension of a \multiple-generation" Koch island is 1.5,the best estimate of this �rst-generation Koch island lies in the 1.05-1.10 range; since this�rst-generation Koch island is considerably simpler that the Koch island possessing a 1.5fractal dimension, this low fractal dimension is not too surprising.
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Image SizeFig. 2 As in Fig. 1, except that the image size corresponds to the width of the square initiator. Resultsfor the \�rst-generation" Koch island are presented in the lower part of this �gure (light lines and points),whereas the \second-generation" results are illustrated in the upper portion (heavy lines and points).Amore complex Koch island was constructed by a second application of the generator12 tothe �rst-generation Koch island; the resulting dependence of capacity (dark solid curve) andinformation (dark points) dimensions as a function of initiating square width is presentedin upper part of Fig. 2. Here the results are qualitatively similar to those obtained for thevery simple Koch island. It is important to note, however, that the � 1:4 best estimate ofthe capacity and information dimensions of this more complex Koch island are much closerto the theoretical value mentioned previously.
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